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NOTICE OF MEETING

The Municipal Services Committee of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette will
hold a meeting on Wednesday, September 12, 2012 at 7:00 p.m., in the Council Chamber at
Wilmette Village Hall, 1200 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
At this meeting, the Municipal Services Committee will review several options for the
unimproved Elmwood Avenue Right-of-Way east of Michigan Avenue and establish criteria to
evaluate the viable options.
Municipal Services Committee
Trustee Cameron Krueger, Chairman

IF YOU ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY AND NEED SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
TO PARTICIPATE IN AND/OR ATTEND A VILLAGE OF WILMETTE PUBLIC MEETING,
PLEASE NOTIFY THE MANAGEMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT BY TELEPHONE AT
(847) 251-2700 [TDD No. (847) 853-7634] AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

8/7/12
Not yet approved

VILLAGE OF WILMETTE
1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040

DRAFT MEETING MINUTES
MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD
TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 2012
7:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS OF VILLAGE HALL

Members Present:

Trustee Cameron Krueger, Chairman
Trustee Alan Swanson
Trustee Julie Wolf

Members Absent:

None

Staff Present:

Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering Services
Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Director of Engineering Services
Timothy Frenzer, Village Manager
Michael Zimmermann, Corporation Counsel
Kyle Perkins, Deputy Police Chief
Donna Jakubowski, Public Works Director

I.

CALL TO ORDER.
Chairman Krueger called the meeting to order at 7:07 p.m.
Swanson and Wolf were present.

II.

Committee members

APPROVAL OF MINUTES; MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
OF JULY 16, 2012.
Chairman Krueger directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the
Municipal Services Committee meeting of July 16, 2012.
Trustee Swanson moved that the Committee approve the minutes. The motion was
seconded by Trustee Wolf and approved by unanimous voice vote. The motion carried.
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III.

DISCUSSION OF ELMWOOD AVEUNE RIGHT-OF-WAY
Trustee Krueger said the objective of the meeting is to take public comment
regarding the Elmwood Avenue public right-of-way and to get directionally correct ideas
on what the Village Board should do with the property.
Trustee Krueger noted that several Park District Commissioners were present as well as
Steve Wilson, Director of the Park District.
Trustee Krueger said the discussion is about the 80’ wide by 560-600’ long public right
of way from Elmwood Avenue to the lake. He said the public right-of-way is held by the
Village but the Village cannot sell the public right-of-way to the highest bidder. The
Elmwood Avenue right-of-way was at one time a beach with public access, but in 1933
the Village proclaimed activities such as sunbathing, loitering and playing games as
nuisances and passed a Resolution calling for the closure of the beach. A fence was
erected at some point in time but the fence was damaged in 2010-2011 and not put back
up. The Village Board needs to recognize that the Elmwood right-of-way is an asset that
is possibly underutilized. Since the access has been opened, there has been a lot of
confusion about what is permissible in the right-of-way and what is not. There is a good
deal of information in the public packet that details the interactions with the Police
Department and how they have enforced activities in the right-of-way. The primary goal
of this process is to narrow the discussion down to a few ideas and ultimately make a
recommendation to the Village Board.
Trustee Krueger said he has spoken with the Police Chief and he does not believe there is
an untenable situation with the right-of-way today. There are the ordinary problems in
that neighborhood, similar to other neighborhoods near a park. The Village Board needs
to determine the highest and best use of the public right-of-way. The objective this
evening is to solicit public opinion and communicate direction to staff to develop plans
around some of the ideas presented. He noted the Village Board has received and read a
variety of correspondence from residents and opened the meeting to comment.
Paul Mokdessi, 629 Elmwood, said it is difficult to balance the public and private
property rights. He represents some of his neighbors and they would like to see a passive
use of the property for all residents that is natural, sensitive to the environment, and
sensitive to the adjoining property owners.
Guy Chipparoni, 1111 Sheridan Road, said he lives on the corner of Sheridan and
Elmwood and believes there will always be people walking the lakeshore and parking
issues on the street if you live by the lake. He said he is somewhat inconvenienced living
by the lake as he is always picking up garbage and has trouble finding parking but agrees
that there should be a passive use of the property.
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Patrick Duffy, 932 Illinois Road, said he does not believe selling the right-of-way to the
neighbors is a reasonable solution. He said he previously submitted a plan as an option
for the public right-of-way so residents had a pathway to the beach. He is suggesting a
more passive use of the property, possibly an overlook also.
Trustee Wolf asked if Mr. Duffy’s plan would restore native species in the area.
Mr. Duffy said there is a lot of invasive species in the area, there is also some endangered
flora. He was hoping to remove the invasive species and re-vegetate with more natural
plant life.
Daniel May, 621 Elmwood, said he is in favor of keeping the public right-of-way as open
access to all residents on both sides of the property without any undue burdens to utilize
it. He believes people coming to enjoy the beach generate more economic stimulus for
the Village.
Dan Ephraim, 1112 Michigan Avenue, said over the past few years he has gotten used to
the hundreds of people who walk the beach. He said this year there have been many
problems with people coming to the beach and someone is paying for these people. He
said people are allowed to do anything they want with access to the beach from the public
right-of-way. There are unleashed animals, alcohol, swimming way out into the water
and boats in an area where people swim. This is a free beach and it is a problem. He
believes there should be restricted access to the beach from the public right-of-way.
Trustee Krueger asked how restricting access on the public right-of-way would help with
water-based activities.
Mr. Ephraim said right now there is an open free beach and people gravitate to that area
as there is no type of control over the area. Why would anyone pay to access the lake at
Gillson Beach when they can access the Elmwood beach for free?
Trustee Swanson asked if there were issues with the parking on Mr. Ephraim’s street.
Mr. Ephraim said his street is usually one of the first streets to fill up with parking, which
he expects, but it is the people who park their cars illegally that are the problem on the
street.
Becky Ruff, 1111 Sheridan, Sheridan and Elmwood, said she is really taken by the
natural beauty of the public right-of-way and believes it would be a shame to block off
the area. She also believes there are issues that need to be resolved in the area.
Beth Beucher, 1420 Sheridan Road, said she has lived in the area for many years. She
does not believe there is any need for additional public access to the beach. She presented
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a map showing the area with beach access from the north and the south of the Village.
Ms. Beucher said all the nuisance issues present in the 1930’s when the Village closed
the Elmwood right-of-way still exist. She believes the adjoining home owners have a
legitimate right to protect their property from that kind of impact. If the use is limited on
the public right-of-way to non-summer time, you will eliminate the spillover effect. She
would leave the area as it is, as she believes the unimproved area is a draw for people. A
fence with an overlook and possibly a bench would be nice on the property.
She is not in favor of turning the property over to the Park District as their mission is for
recreation use. Most people would like to see the area stay a quiet place in the
neighborhood, respecting both the private property owner rights as well as the public
access to the area. Ms. Beucher asked if the property is vacated to the adjoining land
owners due to legal restrictions on the ownership of the property, what would be the
benefit to the residents of Wilmette? Also, what restrictions could be placed on the sale?
She hoped the Village Board would consider all those issues and provide a legal opinion
if considering vacation.
Anna Kioutz, 1006 Michigan, said she has lived in her home for 41 years. She said many
times she has called the police and the coast guard due to people swimming where they
are not supposed to and dogs running loose. She is worried about law suits if someone is
hurt on her property. She would be fine with Elmwood becoming another beach with
fencing, regulations, beach guards and supervision. Everyone could enjoy the area and be
safe.
Mike Chookaszian, 1301 Ashland, said he grew up in the area and his parents live at
1100 Michigan. Since it has become known that Elmwood is a free beach, there have
been many kids coming there this year with bikes, kayaks, alcohol and pot. The area has
become a real nuisance with spillover to his parent’s property. He believes the area
should be closed off or sold to the property owners on both sides of the public right-ofway.
Trustee Wolf asked if Mr. Chookaszian would want no access whatsoever, restoring the
area to its natural access or leaving it the way it is?
Mr. Chookaszian said he is open to winter use but summer use causes many problems.
Amy Boyer, 1028 Sheridan, said she has lived at her home since 1972. She has used the
public right-of-way access to run on the beach for many years. She said if there was
going to be a fence installed, she believes a gate should be installed with a key card so
residents could pay for access if they want to use it.

Larry Russell, 1117 Michigan, said he has lived in his home for 30 years and there has
not been an issue until now. He believes that as a tax payer he is contributing to the
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maintenance of the beach, the Village has the legal authority to restrict access to the
beach and charge people to enter the beach, and the brick street is not in great shape due
to the many cars parked on the street in the summer. The police used to issue a lot of
parking tickets for illegally parked cars, but not this summer. He believes the access
should be blocked or people should be charged at the Elmwood right-of-way.
Susan Noyes, 1046 Michigan Avenue, thanked the Committee for discussing the issue.
She said there are currently four kayaks stored on the public right-of-way. She took
pictures of them before coming to the meeting. She said the difficulties from the
spillover of the right-of-way are getting worse all the time. She believes the highest and
best use of the land is referenced in the letter from the Audubon Society included in the
packet. She is very interested in working with the Village to move the issue forward in a
thoughtful and appropriate way.
Trustee Swanson asked where the kayaks came from.
Ms. Noyes said there are two families that use the Elmwood right-of-way and chain their
kayaks to her fence. She calls the police and they come and cut the chains. She said she
has a rope fence and private property signs posted, but this has not had a great effect on
people coming onto her private property.
Trustee Wolf asked if the number of birds have decreased in the area.
Ms. Noyes said the birds have decreased this year as well as wildlife on the public rightof-way.
Trustee Krueger said he has spoken to the Police Chief and he does not believe there is an
untenable situation in the area.
Ms. Noyes said she disagrees and noted that she does not call the police for every issue.
Dennis Chookaszian, 1100 Michigan, said he has lived in his home for 20 years. He said
the public right-of-way used to be fenced off for many years and now that the fence is
down the area is unmanageable. There are hundreds of people on the weekends that
come to the area since they do not have to pay for the beach. He believes the
unreasonable solution is to leave the area as it is. He said one solution would be to put
the fence back up and leave it as it is. A second solution would be to make the public
right-of-way a park but charge for it as it would be expensive to do that. The third option
would be to vacate the property to the owners on either side of the public right-of-way.
He would like the Village to do something with the property as the area is not safe as it is.
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Sheila Bower, 1019 Sixth Street, said she would prefer to see a deck and overhang to the
area with no access to the beach.
Gabby Fields, 1140 Sheridan Road, said she believes the area should be fenced off and
the right-of-way left as is for the wildlife. She asked if it would be possible to restrict
parking in the area during the summer.
Aaron Schiff, 1134 Elmwood, thanked the Committee for the discussion of the issue.
He said there is a problem with jet skis in the area and that should be addressed. He also
suggested placing buoys in the area to keep out motor boats where people are swimming.
He suggested placing a fence with a gate in the area to limit access but there should be
access to water for non-motorized recreational activity. He suggested contacting the
Coast Guard and the Department of Natural Resources to find out what the actual rules
are regarding the anchoring of boats with motors within that area.
Dennis Chookaszian said there are 17 homes in the area that hire a beach guard to patrol
the beach in the evenings and on the weekends. He said the beach guard does not give
anyone a hard time to use or access the beach as long as people are respectful of the area.
He believes there is a Village Ordinance that requires boats to anchor 600 feet off shore
unless you have ownership of lakefront property. He said buoys would not work in the
area as they would block access to private home owners. He said there is only a small
path that is accessible to the beach from the Elmwood right-of-way due to the plant
growth in the area. He said private property owners have never tried to restrict water use
in the beach area.
Trustee Wolf said she has been by the area a few times and there have been streams of
kids using the public right-of-way and there are very tall trees in the area that restrict the
view to the beach.
Daniel May said there are only 12 weekends a year for beach use and if there are
hundreds of people using the right-of-way access why not post a beach guard and collect
fees to use the right-of-way. He said that was the same problem at Langdon Beach a few
years ago.
Trustee Krueger said the meeting has provided seven ideas this evening for the public
right-of-way at Elmwood Avenue:
1) Vacate the right-of-way
2) Passive Use with access from the beach side only
2a) With an overlook from top of Elmwood Avenue
2b) Without an overlook from top of Elmwood Avenue
3) Sanctuary/nature preserve with full access
4) Sanctuary/nature preserve with no access
5) Restricted access
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6)

5a) Out of season (October to April) only
5b) Resident key card access
Pay-to-access beach similar to Gillson and Langdon Beaches

Trustee Swanson said he would be interested in knowing what the rules are for placing
buoys. He would also like to know if the property is vacated could the Village place
restrictions on the vacation? Also, would vacating affect property taxes on the property?
He is also interested in the Park District’s observation of the Langdon Beach issues and
the usage of the beach attendance.
Steve Wilson, Park District Director, said neighbors in the area of Langdon Beach said
the restrictions placed on the beach a few years ago have brought positive benefits for the
neighbors.
Trustee Swanson asked if Langdon Beach is highly used.
Mr. Wilson said it is definitely used but the numbers are lower since the regulations went
into effect.
Trustee Krueger asked staff to provide information on the impact on the property, what is
the balance between public and private interests, what are the economic consequences,
what are the legal consequences of choosing one idea over another, public safety, parking
issues in the neighborhood, boating restrictions and right-of-way issues.
Trustee Wolf would like to know the impact on the natural environment with some of the
proposed ideas.
Trustee Swanson thanked everyone for attending the meeting and the civil way ideas
were presented this evening.
Trustees Krueger and Wolf agreed with Trustee Swanson and also thanked people that
attended the meeting and presented ideas.
IV.

ADJOURNMENT.
Chairman Krueger asked for a motion to adjourn. Trustee Swanson moved to adjourn the
meeting. The motion was seconded by Trustee Wolf. No further discussion occurred on
the motion. Voting yes: Chairman Krueger, Trustee Swanson and Trustee Wolf. Voting
no: none. The motion carried.
The meeting was thereafter adjourned at 9:10 P.M.
Minutes Respectfully Prepared by Barbara Hirsch.
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DATE:

September 7, 2012

TO:

Municipal Services Committee

FROM:

Timothy J, Frenzer, Village Manager
Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering Services

SUBJECT:

Unimproved Elmwood Avenue Right-of-Way

______________________________________________________________________
Recommendation
Municipal Services Committee review of the options for the unimproved Elmwood
Avenue right-of-way from east of Michigan Avenue to shore of Lake Michigan. The goal
of this meeting is to select several options for further development and determine
criteria to evaluate the final options.
Background
The Village of Wilmette owns an unimproved right-of-way that connects the end of
Elmwood Avenue, just east of Michigan Avenue, with the lakefront. Prior to 1930, the
Elmwood Avenue right-of-way or “Elmwood Beach” was free and open to the public. It
was a well-populated beach and beachgoers began to encroach onto adjacent private
property. Some of the activities, described as bathing, picnicking, loitering, robing and
disrobing, were considered a nuisance. To abate this concern, in 1933, the Village
Board passed a resolution directing the Village’s Chief of Police to prohibit recreational
activities within the Elmwood right-of-way. It is assumed that the right-of-way was still
used as a point of access to the waterfront until a fence across the right-of-way was
installed. The date of the fence installation is unknown, but staff’s research suggests it
was installed several decades ago.

In 2010, Community Development received a zoning variation request from the adjacent
property owner south of the Elmwood right-of-way. It was this action that spawned
public interest in the current and future uses of the Elmwood Avenue right-of-way. At
approximately this same time, the fence was damaged by a downed tree and removed
for repair. Given the widespread public interest in the right-of-way, the decision was
made to keep the Elmwood Avenue access open until the Village Board had an
opportunity to review the matter and determine an appropriate future use for the
property.
Discussion
The Municipal Services Committee met on August 7, 2012 and received public input on
options for the Elmwood Avenue right-of-way. In the course of the discussion, several
questions were raised by residents and Municipal Services Committee members.
Following is a summary of the questions and staff’s responses:
1. Review of process to vacate a public right-of-way and what, if any, legal
restrictions can be placed on the vacation.
See Attachment A
2. What are the economic consequences of vacating the right-of-way and resulting
tax impact?
Vacation of the right-of-way to one or both of the adjacent owners would result in
a one-time payment to the Village. While the estimated amount of that payment
is debatable, it would be sizable enough to support significant Village
infrastructure improvements (as one-time revenues should appropriately be
utilized for non-operating expenses).
Beyond the one-time revenue, vacation of the right-of-way would place this land
onto the County Assessor’s tax rolls. As vacant land, the estimated equalized
assessed valuation (EAV) currently would be about $160,000 (using the adjacent
properties as the basis for this estimate). The total 2011 EAV of the Village is
$1,869,928,027 – so this addition would be less than a .01% increase in the
overall EAV. Additional tax revenue / tax relief (*) is projected below:
Additional Taxes From $160,000 increased EAV:
School District #39
School District #203
Village of Wilmette
Wilmette Park District

$3,700.00
$2,400.00
$1,100.00 *
$ 600.00 *

Wilmette Public Library

$ 400.00 *

Under existing tax cap legislation, the tax impact noted for the Village, Park
District and Library would not represent additional revenue for these agencies but
would reduce the total levy to all other properties in Wilmette by these amounts
(this would amount to about 25 cents per property).
If the property were to somehow be developed, these estimates would be six to
seven times greater (again using the adjacent properties as the basis for the
projection).
3. Verify status of the Lake Avenue and Forest Avenue right-of-ways
Lake Avenue east of the water plant and Forest Avenue east of Michigan Avenue
were vacated in 1956 and the vacated property transferred to the Park District as
the adjoining property owner.
4. Boating regulations off the shoreline of Gillson Beach
See Attachment B
5. How developing Elmwood ROW impacts the natural environment
Impact to the wildlife and natural vegetation will be two criteria by which the
preferred options are evaluated.
6. How developing Elmwood ROW impacts adjacent properties (balance public and
private interests)
Impact to the adjacent properties will be one of the criteria by which the preferred
options are evaluated.
7. Impact on neighborhood traffic and parking
Impact on neighborhood traffic and parking will be one of the criteria by which the
preferred options are evaluated.
8. Impact on safety
Impact on safety will be one of the criteria by which the preferred options are
evaluated.

Options for Consideration
Option 1:

Vacate

Similar to the Forest Avenue and Lake Avenue right-of-ways, the Elmwood Avenue
right-of-way could be vacated. If vacated, the land would be equally subdivided and
reverted to the adjacent land owners. The financial benefits to the Village of vacation
include fair payment for the vacated land and increases in the equalized assessed
valuation of the adjacent properties as previously described. In addition, the Village
would be relieved of costs related to developing, operating and maintaining the
property. The vacation process requires a public hearing and a 3/4 vote of the Village
President and Board of Trustees.
As noted, the Village Board can place restrictions on the vacated right-of-way including
requiring the land to be preserved in its natural state and not developed. Placing
restrictions on the right-of-way, however, will reduce the financial value of the property.
Option 2:

Passive Use with access from the beach side only
2a) With an overlook from top of Elmwood Avenue
2b) Without an overlook from top of Elmwood Avenue

This option, presented to the Village Board by Mike Boyer and Patrick Duffy, consists of
three zones: bluff zone, transition zone and dune zone. The bluff zone, which begins
just east of where the Elmwood Road ends, consists of removing invasive vegetation
and reintroducing native bluff plantings, including new vegetation to border the adjacent
properties. The transition zone proposes using a combination of vegetation and
hardscape to enhance erosion control. The dune zone is the transition area to the sand
beach and is proposed to be primarily undisturbed, except for the removal of
undesirable vegetation. A meandering mulched path with stairs to transition the vertical
grade changes is proposed. A pedestrian footbridge is shown through the low area in
the transition zone. The plan does not meet ADA accessibility requirements.
This plan proposed installing a 6-foot iron fence at the east end of Elmwood Avenue
and is accessed only from the beach. There are benches shown at the top of the bluff
zone and within the dune zone that provide views of the lake. A decorative monument
is proposed at the foot of the path where the sand beach transitions to the dune zone.
A larger version of the plan is included as Attachment C.
Option 3:

Sanctuary/nature preserve with full access

A sanctuary or nature preserve with full access will be very similar to the plan described
in Option 2. Both Options 2 and 3 share the goal of preserving the natural landscape

and enhancing the vegetation with native species only where necessary. The primary
difference between Options 2 and 3 is that Option 2 provides access from the beach
side only and Option 3 proposes full access from both the top of Elmwood Avenue as
well as the beach. Opening up access to the right-of-way from Elmwood Avenue will
result in more traffic and parking impacts and potentially more neighborhood impacts.
Full access presumes that visitors will be able to travel on foot via a path connecting
Elmwood Avenue to the beach. According to the Village’s Corporation Counsel, a new
public path will be required to meet all ADA accessibility requirements for path surface,
width and horizontal and vertical slopes. An accessible path will likely impact much of
the existing vegetation within the right-of-way.
Option 4:

Sanctuary/nature preserve with no access

Similar to Options 2 and 3, Option 4 shares the goal of maintaining the right-of-way as a
nature preserve or sanctuary. Unlike Options 2 and 3, however, Option 4 does not
allow pedestrians to access the right-of-way, so the impacts to the natural environment,
parking, traffic, cost and neighborhood impact would be minimal. To prevent guests
from walking though the preserve, it is a presumed that fences or other barriers would
be installed at the top and bottom of the right-of-way to discourage passage.
Option 5:

Restricted access
5a) Out of season (October to April) only
5b) Resident key card access

Option 5a includes instituting daily or seasonal restrictions on the right-of-way. Daily
and seasonal restrictions could be applied to any of the options that allow access to the
right-of-way. Opening the right-of-way only during the off season (October through
April) would reduce the traffic, parking and neighborhood impacts.
Option 5b is not a viable, legal option because the Elmwood right-of-way would have to
be available to the general public and could not be restricted to residents only. A tiered
fee could be implemented for residents and non-residents further described in Option 6.
Option 6:

Pay-to-access beach similar to Gillson and Langdon Beaches

Provided the Park District agrees to operate a public beach, an “Elmwood Beach” would
likely require the following:




Staffing to supervise the entry, check passes and collect daily fees
Life guards
Maintenance staff




Bathroom facilities or portable bathrooms
Accessible path to beach

Similar to the Park District’s operations, Elmwood Beach could be staffed from Memorial
Day to Labor Day and left open and accessible to the general public during non-peak
months. The Park District sells beach passes on a daily and seasonal basis. They offer
a two-tiered fee structure for residents and non-residents. It should be noted that the
Park District indicated that Langdon Beach is subsidized as the revenues do not meet
the expenses to operate the beach.
From a regulatory perspective, coordination and permits would likely be required from
the Illinois Department of Public Health to operate a public beach. This option would
have the most impact on the natural environment, capital and operational costs, traffic,
parking and the neighborhood.
Criteria for Evaluation
The following evaluation criteria are provided for the Committee’s consideration:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Capital cost
Operational / maintenance cost
Trees and native landscape
Wildlife
Neighborhood
Traffic and parking
Safety / liability

Option 4, which is a nature preserve with no access, will have the least impact on the
above criteria and Option 6, which is a pay beach with full access, will have the most
significant impact on the stated criteria. Once the Committee determines the ultimate
vision for the property staff will perform a more detailed analysis of the impacts. An
alternatives decision matrix is included in the packet as Attachment D. The matrix is a
tool that can be used to quantitatively rank the impacts for each of the options.
Documents Attached:
Attachment A:

Memo from Mike Zimmermann regarding vacation of public right-ofway

Attachment B:

Memo from Mike Zimmermann regarding boating regulations

Attachment C:

Passive Use Site Plan prepared by Jim O’Brien and previously
provided to the Village Board

Attachment D:

Draft Alternatives Decision Matrix

Attachment E:

Plat of Subdivision

Attachment F:

Various Emails and Correspondence

ATTACHMENT A WILL BE POSTED ON MONDAY.

